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Double spectral representations of single loop 
amptitudes with k vertices: k ~ 4 

J. S. Frederiksen 

Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of Groningen, The Netherlands 
(Received 22 May 1973) 

A method developed in several previous papers is combined with the method of induction to derive 
double dispersion relations, with Mandelstam boundary, for the class of single loop amplitudes with 
four or more vertices. The spectral functions are expressed as integral representations and restrictions 
on the masses and kinematic invariants for which dispersion relations are valid are found. It is also 
discussed how representations for the low order single loop amplitudes can be obtained for wider 
ranges of these variables. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Since the late 1950's, when it became apparent that 
dispersion relations for nuclen nucleon' scattering and 
the nucleon electromagnetic form factor could not be 
proved on the basis of the general principles of field 
theory,l there has been a flood of literature on the· 
analytic properties of Feynman amplitudes. 2-4 Because 
of their relative SimpliCity, special attention was ini
tially devoted to the study of the low order single loop 
amplitudes in cp3 theory. These investigations led to the 
introduction of some important new concepts. In parti
cular Karplus, Sommerfield, and Wichmann, 5 Nambu, 6 

and Oehme7 discovered the anomalous threshold of the 
triangle diagram vertex function and ~ndelstam8 show
ed that, for a restricted range of masses, the box dia
gram amplitude satisfies the famous double spectral re
presentation that bears his name. 9 The single loop dia
grams have also played a central role in the majoriza
tion procedure, 2-4 which is aimed at showing that all 
Feynman amplitudes contributing to a particular pro
cess involving a given number of external particles are 
regular functions in a domain whose extent is determined 
by one or more of the Simple diagrams. 

With the advent of the Landau-Cutkosky rules10
,l1 it 

became pOSSible, in principle, to determine the singu
larities of a general Feynman integral and as well to ob
tain the discontinuities across the corresponding branch 
cuts. While these rules have been enormously useful in 
studying the analytic properties of Feynman ampli
tudes2

-
4 and for obtaining heuristic dispersion relations 

for certain processes, 12,13 they are, by themselves, not 
sufficient for a rigorous derivation of dispersion rela
tions. One of the main problems is that they do not de
termine on which Riemann sheets the Singularities 
lie, 13-15 and in particular which singularities lie on the 
physical sheet. Further the discontinuity can in general 
only be determined up to a sign factor. 

To overcome these problems, Fotiadi, Froissart, 
Lascoux, and Pham 16 proposed in 1963 that homology 
theory be used as a rigorous way of studying the analy
tic properties of individual Feynman integrals. Again, 
the investigations made using this method have been 
mainly restricted to the single loop diagrams and espe
cially the low order single loop diagrams, 17 ~ince the 
application of homology theory to more complicated dia
grams has proved to be much more difficult. 1s 

It is the aim of this paper to show that, within cp3 
theory, double dispersions relation with Mandelstam 
boundary can, for a restricted range of masses and ki-

nematic invariants, be proved for any Feynman ampli
tude arising from a single loop diagram with four or 
more vertices. Further we obtain integral representa
tions for the weight functions and .discuss the signifi
cance of the above restrictions on the masses and kine
matic invariants. The method used to derive these re
sults is a combination of a method developed in several 
previous papers19

-
Z1 with the method of induction; it in

volves the direct transformation of the Feynman param
etrized form of the kth order Single loop amplitude 
(k :;'4) into the required form. (Refs. 19, 20, 21, are 
referred to as VF, I and P respectively.) 

In Sec. 2 the first of the two Cauchy kernels needed 
for the double dispersion relation is introduced by 
changing the variables in the Feynman parametrized 
form of the kth order single loop amplitude. The re
strictions on the masses and kinematic invariants for 
which this new form of the amplitude is valid are also 
discussed in this section. The boundary of the region of 
integration in the multiple integral representation de
rived in Sec. 2 is studied in Sec. 3, and in Sec. 4 we 
obtain some results necessary for reversing the orders 
of integration. 

In Sec. 5, the orders of some of the integrations are 
reversed and the second Cauchy kernel is introduced 
by changing one of the variables of integration. The 
boundary of the region of integration in the resultant new 
multiple integral representation is studied in Sec. 6 and 
in Sec. 7 further results necessary for the reversal of 
the orders of integration are obtained. 

Finally in Sec. 8 the required double dispersion rela
tion for the kth order Single loop amplitude is derived 
by changing the orders of integration in the integral re
presentation obtained in Sec. 5. The spectral function 
is expressed in the form of a multiple integral, and it 
is found that the boundary of the double spectral repre
sentation is the usual Mandelstam boundary for the box 
diagram amplitude. In this section we also discuss in 
detail the implications of the restrictions on the masses 
and kinematic invariants made in Sec. 2 and how these 
restrictions may to a certain extent be relaxed. 

2. TRANSFORMATION OF kth ORDER SINGLE 
LOOP AMPLITUDE: k;;;;' 4 

With plane wave states normalized, so that (p' Ip} 
= (j3(p' _p), we define the scalar invariant amplitude Tk 

for the multiparticle production process in which i ini
tial particles prOduce j= (k - i) final particles by 
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1827 J.S. Frederiksen: Double spectral representations 

(Pl' ... , p, Is - 11- P'+l' ... , - PJ 

= _ i(21T)~6(4)(tpl\21Tr3~/22-~/,j ~EI\-1/2T~. 
1=1 IJ \1=1 Y 

(1) 

Our obj ect is to show that the contribution to T ~ from the 
kth order single-loop diagram shown in Fig. 1 orequi
valently in Fig. 2 can, for a restricted range of masses 
and kinematic invariants, be written as a double spec
tral representation with Mandelstam boundary. Further 
we shall obtain an integral representation for the spec
tral function. 

The k external momenta shown in Figs. 1 and 2 are 
labeled by the subscripts of the adjacent internal masses 
and the external mass squared of a particular external 
line is, of course, just the square of the external mo
mentum of that line. The other variables on which the 
single loop amplitude depends are most conveniently de
fined in terms of the external momenta in Fig. 1 by 

(2) 

It should be noted that when k ~ 6 the above ltinematic 
invariants are not independent but satisfy algebraic con
straints. 22 Notice also that when j = i + 1 so that q IJ 2 is 
an external mass squared, Eq. (2) becomes an identity. 
Further, with the powers 2 removed, Eq. (2) is just the 
energy momentum cons ervation law when. i = 1, j = k 
(since -qlk rather than qa is the ingoing 4-momentum 
in Fig. 1). 

We shall find, however, that many of the subsequent 
expressions needed to obtain the double spectral repre
sentations take a Simpler form in terms of the asym
metrically labelled variables shown in Fig. 2. The re
lations between the two sets of variables can be seen 
from Figs. 1 and 2. With n= k - 2, they are as follows: 

m_1 =Ml' m O=Mek-l)' m 1 =M~, 

P-10= ql (k-l), P-u = qa, POl = qe~-l)'" 
mJ=MJ, P-1J =q1j, P1J=qik' POJ=qjek-l), 

(2 ~j ~k - 2 = n) 

q 23 

-q 1 k 

PfJ= qlJ (2 ~i <j,,;,k - 2=n), 

where the qlJ are given in Eq. (2). We now define 

Y'J = - (2m,m Jr1[p,/ - m,2 - m/] (-1,,;,i <j ,,;,n) 

Y'j=YJ" YH= 1 

and as well 

1827 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

We shall write the dispersion relations in Xl and x2 

which are linearly related to the usual Mandelstam vari
ables s and t. 

Then, using standard Feynman rules23 (see also Ref. 
24 and Section 1. 5 of Ref. 2) we.find that the amplitude 
ariSing from the kth order single loop diagram shown 
in Fig. 2 takes the form 

g (_1)n 
T en+2) IOOI'(Y IJ) = 1611'2 • 2m_

1m om
1
ma(n _ 1) ! I n+2(y IJ)' 

(6) 

where 

I n+2(y IJ) = 2m_lm Om 1m 2(- 1)n(n - 1)! 

x J IT da,[Dn(CI'_l, Cl'o, Cl'a, ••• , CI',,)]-n, (7) 
R -1 n, "1 

n n 
Dn( CI'_l, Cl'o, Cl'2, ••• , CI',,) = 1]m,2C1',a + m12(1- I) CI',)2 

-1 -1 
i¢1 1"1 

n n n 

+ 1] 2m,mJY'JCI',CI'J+1]2mlmJY1JCI'j(1- 1]CI'I) (8) 
I<J -1 -1 
I.J~l j"1 '''1 

and 

CI'_l ~O, Cl'o ~O, Cl'2 ~O, ... , Cl'n ~ 0, 
n 

1]CI'i=1}. (9) 
-1 

'''1 

The constant g is the product of the coupling constants 
acting at the vertices in Fig. 2. 

We begin by generalizing the transformation used in 
Sec. 2 of P. The change of variables is 

"..---- --.... 
"-

m_ 1 

" \ 
\ 

mn 

P On 

FIGS. 1 and 2. Single loop diagrams for the multiparticle production process in which i initial particles produce f = (k - t1 = (n + 2 - i) 
final particles. 
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11= ao1
( a_1 + an), 

><1 = (a_l + an>-1 (1- ~al)' 
lI'l. 

><1 = (a_l + aotl a l (2 <r;;i <r;;n), (10) 

and it is shown by induction in Appendix A that the in
verse is 

( 
" ~-1 a l = ><1 1 + L; ><, (2 <r;;i <r;;n). 

1=1 
(11) 

Further, from Appendix A, we find that the Jacobian of 
the transformation is 

and 

D,,{ a,1' ao. a 2, •.. , 01,,):; t:!t.,,(II, ><1' •.. , ><,,) 

= lI,d1 + t><> -2[(11-1)4>(><1"", ><,,)+ l/>(><t, ••• , \) 
\ 1=1 'l 

- 1I-1(1I-1)v(x1)]. (13) 

Here 

" " 4>(><1> ... , ><,,} = L;m~><~ + L;2m,mJy 1i><,><J 
1=1 1<1 

n 
+ L;2m_1m/y_U><, + m.al> 

1=1 

and 

with Xl given in Eq. (5). Now I ... s(YiJ) takes the form 

I ... 2(YjJ) = 2m.1mOm1ma(- l)"(n - 1)1 J .. fI: d><1 1," dll 
o 1=1 1 

x II-d 1 + t ><; ".2 

\ 1=1 'l 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

X{II-1[(1I-1)4>(><1>"" ><,,) + l/!(><1"'" ><,,) 

_ 11-1(11_ l)v(xl )]}-" (17a) 

= 2m-lmomlm2f" ii d><l( ii ><~ ·1 i;- dll 
o i=l ,=3 I) 

X (ii ~) [(11-1)4>(><1' ••• , ><") + l/!(><1' ••• , ><") 
1=3 am, 

- 1I-1(1I-1)v(xl )J2 (17b) 

for n?-3. That the expression for 1"+s(Y/J) in Eq. (17b) is, 
for n?- 3, equivalent to that in Eq. (17a) can be seen 
by using Eq. (4) in Eqs. (14) and (15). Equation (17a) 
of course holds for all n ?-2, but as the case n= 2 was 
treated in detail in I, we shall concentrate on the case 
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n ?-3. Note also that the form of Eq. (17b) is Similar to 
Eq. (P-5); in fact the structures of many of the subse
quent equations will be similar to those in P. [Equations 
from P (resp. I) are denoted by placing a P- (resp. 1-) 
in front of the equation number. ] 

To simplify the proof of the spectral representations, 
we restrict the Yu defined in Eq. (4) to 

YfJ >0 (-l<r;;i <j <r;;n). (18) 

Equation (18) ensures that 4>(><1> .•. , ><,,) > 0, l/>(><t, ••• , ><") 
>0 for ><1 ?-O, ... , ><"?-O; in fact the term in square brack
ets in Eq. (17b) is always positive and 1 ... 2(YH) is well 
defined. That the conditions in Eq. (18) can, for suffi
ciently large internal masses, be satisfied for finite 
physical values of the kinematic invariants and external 
masses is shown in Sec. 8. Equation (18) in fact gives 
sufficient conditions for the external masses to be sta
ble. In general, however, for a phYSical single-loop 
amplitude corresponding to i initial particles producing 
/= (k - i) final particles, some of the kinematic invari
ants defined in Eq. (3) can be positive and unbounded. 
Thus, for finite internal masses it is possible for some 
of the kinematic invariants to have physical values such 
that the corresponding YIJ are negative. However, it can 
be seen from Eqs. (17b), (14), (15), and (16) that when 
some of the y, J are negative, a spectral representation 
for 1 ... 2(Yij) cannot in general be proved by using real 
analYSis only. To obtain a representation in such cases, 
for physical values of the invariants, one might then 
start with the double spectral representation derived in 
Sec. 8 [Eq. (67)] and attempt to do an analytic continua
tion in the required kinematic invariants uSing, for ex
ample, a generalization of the method of Ref. 25 (re
ferred to as II). Such a procedure might be feasible for 
the pentagon diagram amplitude, at least for some spe
cific processes, 26 but for a general kth order single-loop 
amplitude this method does not seem practical for ob
taining a representation for all possible configurations 
involving physical invariants. Of course, some continu
ation, namely in Xl and X a, can easily be carried out 
since these variables appear only in the Cauchy kernels 
in Eq. (67). Further, as discussed in Sec. 8, Eq. (67) 
is expected to be valid under more general conditions 
[on the other variables defined in Eq. (4) as well as on 
Xl and xz] than those given in Eq. (18). 

The argument leading to Eqs. (1-19) and (1-20) can now 
be used to show that 

1"+Z(YU)=J"( p d><)l( ~ ak\~;?b :na J" ~><, 
OJ"" 'l ''''I:} f "I ' 

XJ,,+a(Y Ii' As, ••• , ><,,) (19a) 

= f~(~!ro ~~ ~ "~:I)J"'2(YH' As, ••• , ><,,), 
", (19b) 

where 

J ... z(Y Ii. As, .•• , ><,,) 

~ .. d>ta lim a J" d><l } .. 
= '"I; €1+0 aX2 ~ o "1 h("l • ... ,"PI) 

(20) 
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In Eq. (20) 

U(~, At, ... , An) = [~- h(Al , • •• , AnHH - k(~, .•• , An)], 
(21) 

(22) 

and CP(At, ... , A,J, I/J(Al.· .. ' ;\~) are given in Eqs. (14) 
and (15). The required Cauchy kernel now appears in 
Eqs. (19) and (20) and to obtain a dispersion relation the 
orders of integration must be reversed so that the lower 
limit of the ~ integration becomes a constant. 

3. STUDY 0 F h ("Xl 

To reverse the order of integration in Eqs. (19) and 
(20), we need to examine the function h(At, ... , An) for 
At "'0, ... , An"'O. For convenience we introduce the fol
lowing notation: 

and 

(A) '" (~, ••. , ~), (23) 

(j ... IA) '" (At, ... , Aj_t, 0, AI+t' ... , AI_t' 0, A,+t, ... , A,J, 

;' • .IA ",0 '" {Al "'0, ... , AI_t ",0, Ai+1 "'0, ... , A,_1 

"'0, AI+1 '" 0, ... , An ",O} 

(24) 

(25) 

where i, .. . ,1 E{1, ... ,n}. Then from Eqs. (14) and (15), 

CP(A)=PIA~+2qi(;A)AI+rj(jA) (>0), 

1829 

from ° to + 00. Next we shall find the inverse of ~ = h(>') 
for fixed IA'" 0. 

4. SOLUTIONS OF U (~, "X) = 0 

In this section we study the behavior of the zeros of 
U(~, A) for fixed ~ '" h(fA) and for fixed IA'" 0. From 
Eqs. (21), (22), (26), and (27) we have, for fixed 
i E {t, ... , n}, 

where 

a;{.i;) = 4[ (q ,(A) - q; (A»2 - p IV(~)] 

= 4m~[(m_tY_1i - moYo,)2 - v(~)], 

bl(~' A) = 2{[qf(A) - q~(A)][rl(A) - rI(A)] - [ql(>') 

+ q~(A) ]v(~)} 
n 

= 6ajJ(~' -YIJ)AJ+bl(~'O), 
J=1 

afJ(~' - YlJ) = 4m jmi(m_1Y_1I- mOYOj)(m_tY_lJ - mOYOJ) 

-yjJv(~)], 

bj(~, 0) = - 4mjm_1mo[(m_tY_1I + moYojH + m_1YOI 

(31) 

and v(~) is given in Eq. (16). The functions Cj(~, IA) are 
determined recursively from Eq. (30) by putting Aj 
equal to zero and using in addition Eq. (31) and the fact 
that 

(32) 

I/J(A) = P IA~ + 2q~(IA)Aj + Y;(i A) (> 0), 

where i E {1, ... , n} is fixed and 

pj=m~, 

(26) The argument of Sec. 5 of VF (or I) shows that for 

q;(A)=mj(~mJYIJAJ+moYOI) (>0), 

rl(A) '" CP(A), r[(A) '" I/J(A). (27) 

We have chosen to define qf(~) etc. although only ql(I A) 
etc. are needed in Eq. (26). The functions rj(IA) and 
r[(fA) are determined recursively from Eq. (26) by 
putting AI equal to zero and using in addition Eq. (27) 
and the fact that riCO) = m~1' r~(O) = m~. 

The argument of Sec. 4 of I (or of VF) then shows that 
for fixed jA "'0, heAl increases strictly from he/A) to 
+ 00 as AI increases from ° to + 00, whenever hAI(IA) "'0. 
Now 

where 

(29) 

which is positive whenever Eq. (18) holds. Thus we have 
established that for fixed i dl, ... , n} and fixed jA"'O, 
h(A) increases strictly from h(IA) to + 00 as Aj increases 
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each ~ "'h(fA), where IA'" 0, the quadratic equation in Aj, 

U(~, >.) = 0, 

has two real roots given by 

- aimcI(~' jA)]1/2}. (33) 

From Eqs. (31), (22), (25), and (27) we see that 

bi(h(;>'), IA)=-4[v'ri(jA)+ v'rj(IA)]v'rI(;A) v'r;(iA.)l/(;A), 

(34) 

where ll(IA) is given in Eq. (29). Since ll(/A) >0 when 
Eq. (18) holds it follows that AI+{h(;Al, ;A)=O 
*Adh(/A), IA) and in fact for fixed IA"'O AI'<~';X) is the 
inverse of the strictly increasing function h(A) on 0 
-'SAl < 00. Thus AI+(~' /A) increases strictly from 0 to 
+ 00 as ~ increases from h(;A) to + 00. We are now in a 
position to reverse the orders of the ~ and AI integra
tions (1 -'S i -'Sn) in Eqs. (19) and (20). 

5. REVERSAL OF THE ORDER OF INTEGRATION 

We begin this section by reversing the orders of the 
~ and Al integrations in Eq. (20). From Secso 3 and 4 
it follows in particular that hU(lA) > 0 for aUlA'" 0 and 
that, for fixed lA '" 0, Al+(~' lA) is the inverse of the 
strictly increasing function heAl on 0 -'S Al < 00. Thus 
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(35) 

where 

(36) 

and a1(~)' b1(~' 1:\')' and C1(~' 1:\.) can be obtained from 
Eqs. (30)-(32). Note that h(E1' 1:\')' b1(~' 1:\')' :\.1.(~' 1:\')' 
and A(~, E1, lA) depend on x2 , where x2 is giv~n in Eq. (5). 

Now, since, for fixed 12A:;;' 0, A2'<~' 1~) is the inverse 
of the strictly increasing function h(lA) on 0 ~ A2 < "", the 
argument of Sec. 6 of I (or Sec. 5 of p) can be used to 
show that 

(37) 

where 

In Eq. (38) 

F(~, '1'/, 12~)= [a12(~' X2»)2C2(~' 12X) 

- 2a12(~' x2)b1(~' 12A)b2(~' 12:\.) 

+ [b1(~' 1~) ]2Cl:!W + [b2(~' 12A)]2a1W 

- a1m~(~)c2(~' 12:\') 

=: 16m~m~[v(~)J2c2(~' 12A)[%2 - f'(~, 12A)][X2 - f'(~, 12A)], 

(39) 

where f±(~, 12:\.) are defined by 

a12(~,f±(~, 12A»)=[c2(~' 12A)]-1(b1(~' 12A)b2(~' 12A) 

±{[b1(~' 12A»)2 - a1(~)c1(~' 12:\.W/2{Ib2(~' 12:\.»)2 

- ~mC2(~' 12AW/2) 

and the argument of Sec. 5 of I (or of VF) shows that 

(bl(~' 12A»)2 - a1mcl(~q2:\) > 0, 

(40) 

(b2(~' 12:\»2 - ~WC2(~' 12:\.) > 0 (41) 

for ~:;;, h(12A). The following points should now be noted. 
Firstly aI2(~' x2 ) given in Eq. (31) is linear in x2 so that 
the explicit expression for f.(~, 12A) can easily be obtain
ed from Eqs. (31) and (40). Secondly, as in Sec. 6 of I 
(or Sec. 5 of p) it is important to note that 

C1(~' 12:\) = C2(~' 12:\) > 0 for ~ > h(12:\) 

in order to obtain Eqs. (37)-(40). Finally 

F(~, x2 , 0)= 64m~lm~~m~[v(~)]2F(~, %2)' (42) 

where F(~,X2)' corresponding to the usual Mandelstam 
spectral function, is given in Eq. (B1) of Appendix B 
and v(~) is given in Eq. (16). 

The second Cauchy kernel now appears in the expres
sion for In+2( Yij) given by Eqs. (38), (37), and (19). To 
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obtain the desired double spectral representation, it re
mains to reverse the order of the A/ (3 ~i ~n) and ~ in
tegrations and as well the A/ and 11 integrations. The in
terchange of the Ai (3 ~i ~n) and ~ integrations can be 
carried out by using the results of Secs. 3 and 4. Thus, 
using the expression for I .... 2 ( Y Ii) in Eq. (19a), we have 

I,..2(Y/J)= ioo 

~dAJ( ~ Ai)-l(~ o~2\~iVb o!a 
o Ul i'll J¢/ i J / i 

X (00 -.!!L f).i+(l'12/ A) ~ 

JII(12A)I)./o./ ~-Xl 'i AI 

X J" ~ 8m_1mOm1m2v(~) (43) 
'.«'12A) 1I-x2 (F(~,1)'12A)J1/2 • 

The ~ and the other Ai (3 ~ j ~ n, j *" i) integrations can, of 
course, be reversed in a Similar way, but it will be 
more convenient to interchange the order of the AI and 
11 integrations before this is done. 

6. STUDY OF f+ (~, 12A) 

To reverse the order of the Ai and 1) integrations in 
Eq. (43), we need to examine the function f.(~, 12:\) for 
o ~Ai ~Ai+(~' 12/A) with fixed 12£A :;;'0, ~ :;;'h(12IA), and 
iE {3, ... , n}. First we study the behavior of f+(~, 12A) as 
Ai t Ai+(~' 12IX), From Eq. (34) and the fact that ll(12A) 
> 0 when Eq. (18) holds it follows that 

b1( ~>l2A) I A/=)./+( t '12 /A) < O. (44) 

Similarly 

b2(~' 12A) I A/=>'/.( ~ '12I A) < 0 (45) 

and hence from Eqs. (30) and (40) and the fact that 

vW>O (46) 

for ~ :;;, h(12/A) (:;;, 1) it follows that f'(~, 12A) -00 + 00 as 
AI t Ai'<~' 12/A). 

Next, from Eq. (40) we see that the derivative of 
f'<~, 1~) with respect to AI is , 

f+)..(~, 12A)=(4m_lmOv{~)J-l[c2(~' 12:\)]-2 , 
x(- b1(~' 12A){[b2(~' 12A»)2 -Cl:!WC2(~' 12A)}1/2 

- b2(~' 12:\){bl(~' 12;\)J2 - alWCl(~' 12x)}1/2}. 

XLi(~' 12A), (47) 

where 

QI( ~1l2A) = AI(a/b l - allb /) + (b i\ - alic i)' 

Q;'(~, 12A)= Aj (a/b2 - a2 /b/) + (b/b2 - a2Ic/), 

(48) 

Rj(~' 12A) = A12( a li
2 - a1a/) + 2A j(allb1 - a1b j ) + b/ - a1c l , 

R/(~, 12A)=A/2(a2/ - ~al) + 2A/(a2Ib2 -Cl:!b i )+ b2
2 - ~C2' 

(49) 

In Eq. (49), aj has been written for al~), cj for Cj(~' 12IA), 
bj for bj(~' 121A) (j= 1, 2, i) and 0:/ 1 for ali(~' -Y/I) (l 
=1,2). 
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The term in square brackets in Eq. (47) is always 
positive as can be seen as follows. From Eqs. (34), (29), 
and (18) and the fact that b1(~' 121X) is linear in ~. we 
have 

b1(~'12j~)<0 (50) 

for all ~ ~ h(12j~)' 12i~ ~ O. Then from Eqs. (44) and (50) 
and the fact that b1(~' 12~) is linear in Aj it follows that 

b1(~' 12~) < 0 (51) 

for 0 ~ Aj ~ Ai+(~' 121~) with fixed ~ ~ h(12i~)' 121~ ~ O. 
Similarly 

b2(~'12A)<0 

for 0 ~Ai ~AI+(~' 12j1). 

(52) 

The argument of Sec. 6 of P can now be used to show 
that, for fixed 121A ~O, ~ ~ h(12jA), f'(~, 121A) is strictly 
increasing on 0 ~AI ~Al+(~' 121A) if and only if 
Lj(~' 121A) > O. That Li(~' 121~) is always positive for 
~ ~ h{l2i")' 12iA~ 0 can be seen from Eq. (48) and Eqs. 
(B7) and (B8) of Appendix B. Next we shall find the 
inverse of the strictly increasing function 11 =f+(~, l2A) 
for fixed ~ ~ h(12IX), 121A ~ O. 

·7. SOLUTIONS OF F (~, 11, 1211.) = 0 

To obtain the inverse of 11= i+(~, 12A), we need to study 
the behavior of the zeros F(~, 1], 12A) for fixed ~.1] and 
fixed 12fA~ O. From Eqs. (29) and (31) we find that 

F(~, 1], laA) =Aj(~, 1])A~ + 2B,H, 1], llUXP-, + C I(~' 1], 12IX), 

(53) 

where 

Af(~' 11) = a,a: 0!12(~' 1])]a - alaJ+ a1~aa+ ~fal 

- 2 0!12(~' 1]) 0111 0121> 

B ~~, 1], 131~) = bl([ 0112 ( ~, 1]) J2 - alaa) + bIOI lIaa + baO!a,al 

- O!la(~, 1])bl 0!2f - 0112 ( ~, 1])b20!w 

C I(~' 11, 12,A):::::: c,e[ O!la(~, 1])]a - alaz} + b~a2 + b~al 

- 2 O!l2(~' l1)bl ba• (54) 

The functions A,(~,1]) and B,(~,1]'12,A) in fact depend on 
m~ whereas Cf(~' 1/, 12,A) does not. The abbreviations 
described after Eq. (49) have again been used. 

As in Sec. 7 of P, we find that the discriminant of the 
quadratic function of AI in Eq. (53) is 

[Bf(~' 11, 12,A)]2-A,(~, l1)CI(~' 1], 121A) 

={[a 12 (~, 1])]2 -alaJPI(~' 1],12,A), (55) 

where 

p ,(~, 1], 12 IX) = 16m~m~[vW]a(bf - a,c,) 

X[l1- PI+(~' 12/A)][11- P,_(~, 121 A}] , (56) 

The functions p,,.H, 121A) are given by 

Ql12(~,Pf.(~' 121 A» = (b~ - aj c,r1{b l (b1 Q12i + b20!1f) - a j b1b2 

where 

- CjQluQlal±[Df(~' 1lIfA)D~(~, 12IA)]1/Z'}, 
(57) 

D,(~, 12,A) = CI(Qll~ - alai) + bfaj + b~al - 20!Ub1bf' 
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Df(~, 12,1) = c, (~, - aaa,) + b~a, + bfaz - 2 O!albab I, (58) 

and Ql12(~' 11) given in Eq. (31) is linear in 1]. 

The discriminant in Eq. (55) is always nonnegative 
for 11~ i.(~, 12,1), ~:;;. h(1211), 12'A.:;;, 0, since the inverse 
of 11= f.(~, 111l} is real. That it is in fact positive can be 
seen as follows. 

In Sec. 7 of P we showed that 

{[ 0!12(~' 1])]2 - a1WaaW} >0 

for an ~~h(O}=l, l1~i+(~,O). Sincefor12'A.~0, 

(59) 

hhz,A) ~ 1 and for ~ ~ h(12IA), i.(~, 12tA) ~ i.(~, 0) Eq. (59) 
holds in particular for ~~ h(l21 A.), 11~ i+(~, 121 A.). Further, 
it is shown in Eq. (B3) of Appendix B that p(~, 11, 1211) is 
positive for ~ ~ h(12,l), 1]~ f+(~, 121A}. 

The two real solutions of 

are 

A'4(~' 1], 12,A) 
b 

= [A,(~, 1])]-1(_ B,(~, 1], 12(1) 'f{[B,(~, 1], 12,,,-)]2 

-A,(~, 1])C,(~, 1], 12tA>.P/,. 

(60) 

(61) 

From Eqs. (54), (48), (B7), (B8), (51), and (52) we see 
that 

Bf(~,j+(~, 12IA), lz,l) 

= Cf2[bll(R;(~, 121 A»" 1 12 + b2(R,(~, 1Ilfl»·1/2]L,(~, 121X) < 0 

so that 

AI4(~,i+(~, 12'A.), 12,A)=0'# Afb(~,i+(~, 12,A), 1211). 

Also as 11- + 00 

A'4(~' 1], 121"-) - A, .. (~, 12,A), 
b 

where Ah(~' 12,A) are given in Eq. (33). Thus 

(62) 

(63) 

A'a(~' 11, 12(1) is the inverse of the strictly increaSing 
functionf+(~, 12A) on 0 ~ AI ~ ,+(~, 121A.), where ~ is fixed 
such that ~:;;. h(12,A) and 12,A ~ O. The function 
A/a(~' 11, 111/A.) increases strictly from 0 to Af+(~' 1211) as 
1] increases fromf+(~, 12,A) to +00. 

8. DOUBLE SPECTRAL REPRESENTATION OF 
THE kth ORDER SINGLE LOOP AMPLITUDE 

The order of the A, and 1] integrations in Eq. (43) can 
now be interchanged, and we find, on taking i ==:: 3, that 

The results of Appendix C can be used to interchange 
the order of limea 10 8/ am: and integration with respect 
to ~ and 1]. Defining the operators 
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(65) 

we find that 

(66) 

Note that the limit (3 +0 is now inside the ~ and 7! inte
grations and in fact Oar.:F(~, 1], 12>.)]-1/2 can be evaluated 
as in Eq. (C1). 

With the expression for I n+2 (Y/J) given in Eqs. (19b), 
(37), and (3S), we can use the results of Secs. 3 and 
4 to reverse the order of the A4 and ~ integrations and 
the results of Secs. 6 and 7 to interchange the order of 
the A4 and 1] integrations. The order of lim. 'II a/ am~ 

4 
and the integration with respect to ~ and TJ can then be 
interchanged by using the results of Appendix C. Re
peating the process, we find that 

Sm_1m Om 1m 2 
x [ ( )]112 F ~, 1], 12>' 

(67) 

giving the required double spectral representation with 
Mandelstam boundary for the Single loop amplitude of 
order k=n +2 (>4). In Eq. (67) f.W =f.(~, 0) is given 
in Eq. (B2) and h(O) = 1. 

From Eq. (42) it can be seen that with all the OJ 
operators missing (3 ~j ~n), 12>'- 0 and n= 2, Eq. (67) 
is just the double spectral representation obtained for 
the box diagram amplitude in Eq. (1-97)0 Also with only 
0 3 appearing in Eq. (67), 12A-Aaand n=3, we see 
from Eq. (C1) that Eq. (67) is just the double spectral 
representation for the pentagon diagram amplitude given 
in Eqo (P-64) and hence in Eq. (P-65). While it is much 
more tedious to evaluate some of the higher order spec
tral functions from Eq. (67), such calculations would 
provide interesting checks on the Cutkosky rules which, 
to the best of my knowledge, have only been checked 
for the lowest order amplitudes (see, for example, al
so Chap. 4, Sec. 3 of Ref. 4). 

It remains to show that the conditions in Eq. (1S) 
under which the double spectral representation for the 
kth order single-loop amplitude has been proved, can, 
for sufficiently large internal masses, be satisfied for 
finite physical values of the kinematic invariants and 
external masses. Further we shall discuss how one can 
obtain a representation for the amplitude when the con
ditions in Eq. (1S) are, at least to some extent, relaxed 0 
We begin by considering the box diagram amplitude. For 
a particular channel reaction, the equations determining 
the region in which the kinematic invariants take on 
physical values (given, for example, in Ref. S) depend 
only on the kinematic invariants and external masses. 
Thus, for finite physical values of the kinetic invariants 
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and external masses, Eq. (1S) can be satisfied provided 
the internal masses are sufficiently large. To obtain a 
representation for more general values of the Y I}, one 
can do an analytic continuation in these variables as was 
done in II. While, as found there, it is rather laborious to 
obtain a representation for almost all real kinematic in
variants and for all possible mass configurations involv
ing stable external particles, the continuation in the 
kinematic invariants can readily be carried out when the 
mass variables satisfy Eq. (1S). Then, the representa
tion from which the continuation is started is the double 
spectral representation which contains Xl and x2 only 
in the Cauchy kernels. Thus for the Xl channel reaction, 
which in Fig. 2 corresponds to n = 2, Poll (rather than 
- Poll) and POI being incoming and P-12 and P02 (rather than 
their negatives) being outgOing 4-momenta, the ampli
tude has, for physical invariants, the representation 
given in Eq. (1-97) and in Eq. (67) with Xl-Xl +i· 0 
[and as described earlier, with the OJ operators miss
ing (3.,; j.,; n) and 12A - OJ. In fact, as shown in Secs. 6 
and S of I, Eq. (1-97) holds under Slightly more general 
conditions on the mass variables than those given in 
Eq. (1S). In a similar way, for a general kth order 
single-loop amplitude one would expect Eq. (67) to be 
valid under more general conditions than those given in 
Eq. (18); that continuation in Xl and x2 can easily be 
carried out is of course obvious. 

For the pentagon diagram amplitude, the equations 
which, for a particular channel reaction, define the re
gion in which the kinematic invariants take on physical 
values again depend only on the kinematic invariants 
and external masses (see, for example, Section 4.3 of 
Ref. 4). Thus Eq. (18) can be satisfied for finite physi
cal values of the kinematic invariants and external 
masses provided the internal masses are sufficiently 
large. It should, however, be noted that, for pentagon 
diagram amplitudes associated with most phYSically in
teresting production reactions involving hadrons, for 
example 1TN -1T1TN, the lowest mass intermediate parti
cles which can be exchanged are such that complex sin
gularities appear on the phYSical sheet, 26 even for the 
smallest possible physical values of the invariants, 
caUSing a breakdown of the double (and even single) dis
perSion relations in Xl and x20 Hence one would not ex
pect dispersion relations, over real contours, in these 
variables to be valid for the total production amplitudeso 
In fact, for the reaction 1TN -1T1TN, complex singularities 
are also produced by lower order contracted diagrams. 27 

To obtain a representation for the pentagon diagram 
amplitudes when the internal masses are small, one 
might attempt to generalize the method of continuation 
used in II. On the basis of the work of Cook and Tarski, 26 

it seems that at least a numerical study of the motion of 
the singularities for specific processes is feasible. 

Finally, for the kth order single-loop amplitude where 
k? 6, we mentioned in Sec. 2 that the kinematic invari
ants defined in Eqs. (2) or (3) are not independent but 
satiSfy algebraic constraints. 22 These constraints, how
ever, involve only the kinematic invariants and the ex
ternal masses. Further the equations which, for a par
ticular channel reaction, define the region in which the 
kinematic invariants take on physical values again de-
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pend only on the kinematic invariants and the external 
masses. 4 Thus, for finite physical values of the kine
matic invariants and external masses, the conditions in 
Eq. (18), under which the double spectral representa
tion was proved, can be satisfied provided the internal 
masses are sufficiently large. In fact, as mentioned 
earlier, Eq. (67) is expected to hold under slightly 
more general conditions than those given in Eq. (18). 
The double (and even single) dispersion relations in 
Xl and xa will of course break down for sufficiently 
small internal masses. In such cases the method of 
analytic continuation unfortunately seems of little use 
for finding a representation of the amplitude, simply 
because of the increased number of singularities and 
the more complicated nature of the spectral function 
in Eq. (67). 
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APPENDIX A 

In this appendix we outline the method of induction 
used to obtain Eqs. (10)-(17). It was shown in Sec. 2 
of P that these equations hold for the case n == 3 (where 
n == k - 2 and k is the number of vertices of the single 
loop amplitude). We suppose that Eqs. (6)-(17), with 
the replacement n -l, hold for all 3.:: 1 .:: n - 1 and show 
that they are then valid as well for 1 = n. The steps in 
the proof are as follows. 

(1) In Eqs. (7)-(9) make the change of variables I: 
=(1- Qn)-l andthenxl =I:QI (i*l, -1'::i.::n-1). The 
Jacobian of the transformation is I:-<n+l) and in terms 
of the new variables 

D n(Q_l' Qo, Qa,"" Q,J:;m~(1:_1)al:-2 

n-l 
+ ?t2mlmnYln(I:-1)I:-aXI 

1'1 

+ 2mlmnY~n ~ - ~XI)(I: - l)l:-a -

''1 

+ l:-aDn_l(x_ l , xo, xa, •••. Xn-l)' (A1) 

(2) Make the change of variables given in Eqs. (10) 
and (11) with the replacements n-n- 1, QI-XI' With 
these replacements, the Jacobian of the transformation 
is, by assumption, given in Eq. (12) and using Eq. (13), 
again with the above replacements, we find that 
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+ 1/1 (Xl' •.• , Xn-l' 0) 

- v-1(v_ 1)V(X1)]] • (A2) 

(3) Make the change of variable 

Xn = (I: - 1) (1 + ~ XI) 
\ 1=1 

with the inverse 

1:= (1 + j;{XI) (1 + Ex1-1

• 

The Jacobian of the transformation is (1 + ~j.t XI )"l and 
we find that D n( Q-l' Qo, Qa, ... , Qn):; a n( v, Xl' ••. , X,) as 
given in Eqs. (13)-(16). 

Compounding the transformations and Jacobians in 
steps (1)-(3) we find that the resultant transformation 
is just that given in Eq. (10) with the inverse as in 
Eq. (11). Further the resultant Jacobian is as given in 
Eq. (12). It is then readily seen that the new region of 
integration and expression for In+a(YIJ) are as given in 
Eq. (17). 

APPENDIX B 

We collect here a number of results involving the var
ious functions needed in the main body of the paper. It 
is assumed throughout that Eq. (18) holds. From 
Eqs. (42) and (39) 

F(~, xa) = (~a - l)[xz - I+m][xz - I-m], (B1) 

where from Eqs. (40) and (31) 

I.m =-I.(~, 0) = (~Z - 1)"1[(~ - l)(Y_llY02 +YO!Y-IZ) 

+ (Y-u +Y01)(Y-IZ+YoZ) 

± (~z + 2y -l!YOl ~ + y~l1 + Y~l _ 1)1/2 

X(~Z+2Y_12Y02~ +Y~lZ+Y~2-1)1/Z]. (B2) 

The above functions, with a relabelling of variables, 
were also defined in Eqs. (1-11) and (1-12) and their 
properties were discussed in detail in Sec. 8 of I and in 
Sec. 4 of II. 

Next we show that, for fixed i E {3, ... , n}, 

PI(~' 1), 121;\) >0 (B3) 

for all ~ ~ h(lZI X), 1)~ I+(~, 12IX), where PI(~' 1), 121X) is 
defined in Eqs. (56), (57), and (58) and the abbreviations 
described after Eq. (49) have again been uSed. In the 
same way as Eq. (41) was established, we find that 

(B4) 

for ~ ~ h(12I;\) and hence Eq. (B3) will hold if p j,J,(~, 121;\)' 
given in Eq_ (57), are either complex conjugates or if 

p 1_ (~, 121X) .:: P I+(~' 121X) <I.(~, lUX). (B5) 

That both alternatives are in fact possible can be seen 
from Appendix A of P. Thus we have the following cases 
to consider. 

(i) Df(~' lZIX)DH~, lZI;\) <0. ThenpiZ(~' 121;\) are com
plex conjugates and Eq. (B3) holds. 
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(ii) D.(~, la.A) ~ 0, D~(~, la.A) ~ O. From Eqs. (40), (57), 
(58), (49) and the fact that Cl = ca= c., we have 

ala(~, PfZ(~' larA» - alz(~,f+a, lZfA» 

= (b~ - afc frlCal[ - Q.(~, 12IA)Q,(~, 12.A) 

±({[QI(~' 1Z,A)]Z - (b~ - alcl)(b~ - alcl)} 

X{[Q,(~, laIA)]2 - (b~ - a,c,)(b~ _ ~C2)})1/Z 

- (b~ - a,cf)(b~ - alCl)1/2(b~ - ~C2)1/Z]. (B6) 

Now from Eqs. (49), (31), (30), (21) and (27) it can be 
shown that 

QI(~' 12fA) 

=4VW{YUCl + 2(qlq~ +q~qf)[VW - r l - rD +4q,q~rl 

(B7) 

for ~ ~ h(lafA). Here we have used the abbreviation q J 

for q, (l2jA) (j = 1, i) etc. It is also important to note that 
rl = r f (= rz) and Cl = C, (= cz). Similarly 

Q;(~, lUA) >0 (B8) 

for ~ ~ h(lUA). Defining 

COShKl = (b~ - ~Clrl IZ(b~ - alc f)"l/ZQI(~' 12,A), (B9) 

coshKz = (b~ - a2cZrl IZ(b~ - alc Irl/ZQ;(~, 12IA), (BlO) 

we can then use the method of Appendix A of P and 
Eq. (31) to show that Eq. (B5) and hence Eq. (B3) hold. 

(iii) DI(~' lUA) <0, DH~, lUA) <0. In this case we define 
COSCPl (resp. COSCP2) by the right-hand side of Eq. (B9) 
Crespo (B10)] and again Eq. (B5) and hence Eq. (B3) hold. 

APPENDIXC 

In this appendix we outline the method of interchanging 
the order of lim • • oalam~ (3.;;j .;;n) and the integrations 
with respect to ~J and 1], which is needed to obtain 
Eq. (67) in Sec. 8. The method is very similar to that 
described in Secs. 6, 7 and Appendix B of I and in 
Sec. 8 of P. From Eqs. (22), (14), and (15) we find that 
(alam~)h(A)=O(AJ) as AJ+O and from Eqs. (40), (31), 
and (30) (al am~)f+(~, 12A) = O(AJ) as AJ + O. Further, as 
noted after Eq. (54), AJ(~,1]) and BJ(~' 'T/, laJA) depend on 
m; whereas C,(~,1]'l2,A) [=F(~, 'T/, lz,A)] does not. Thus 
the argument of Sec. 8 of P can be used to show that 
I".z(Yfj) given in Eq. (64) can also be written as in 
Eq. (66). In fact, it follows from Sec. 8 of P that, with 
03 defined in Eq. (65), 

Oa[F(~, 1], l2A)J-l 12 

(C1) 

The term in square brackets in Eq. (C 1) never van
ishes in the region of integration in Eq. (66) since, as 
can be seen from Eqs. (55), (56), (59), and (B3), 

([BJ(~' 1], lz,A)]2_A,(~, 1])CJ(~' 1]'12,A)}>O (C2) 
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for all ~ ~ h(UJ A), 1]~ f+(~, 12J A)'il,Ac- O. In fact, 
[ - 1-1/Z [-(I: )]-1/2 0 3 F(~, 1], lzA) J can be majorized by Ma F ,>, 1], 123A , 

where M3 is a positive constant. To repeat the process 
of interchanging the order of lim, .oal am' (3 <j .;; n) 
and the ~ and 'T/ integrations, it is' necessary in addition 
to use the theorem given, for example, in Section 225 
of Hobson28 and the fact that 0, ... Oa[F(~, 1], 12A)]-l/Z can 
be majorized by MiF(~, 1], 123" .,A)]-1/2, where MJ is a 
positive constant. 
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